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Kaliah Edonica

Kaliah Edonica is a player character played by Bloodyscarlet.

Kaliah Edonica
Species & Gender: Random Alien Female

Date of Birth: YE 10
Organization: Kallaris Protectors
Occupation: Conservationist

Current Placement: Kallaris Protectors

Physical Description

Kaliah is an 8 ft tall Plant-based species that is humanoid in shape with a very pale green skin tone. She
has an hourglass figure with hardened dark green scale-like leaves on her forearms, back of her hands,
lower legs and feet.

The parts of Kaliah's body that aren't covered by the Hardened leaves are mushroom-like in feel and
look, with her head having no nose, quite large round Lilac eyes with eyelids that can see Kaliah's
surrounds quite well, not as well as her mammal counterparts but still enough to function normally.
Kaliah has a small thin mouth with no lips or teeth, Kaliah's species feeds off energy her body creates in
photosynthesis. The mouth was formed for easier communication, but she can use it as a way to eat
nutrients for energy if there is no sunlight.

Kaliah's hair is a mass of tangled vines that form hip length hair, the vines can be controlled but are not
strong enough to grip or use things. Her hair can change into many styles but she normally keeps it in a
ponytail to keep it all together, Her vines are a deep purple in color which is a large contrast to the rest of
her body.

Kaliah's hand have two fingers and a thumb all ending with a claw-like thorn akin to nail on a human, her
feet have separated toes all with the same claw-like thorns.

Kaliah smells of a meadow as during certain times flowers can form in her hair, this normally happens for
one month of the year, for Kaliah the flowers are a pale pink color and smell like honey.

Kaliah weighs 100 lbs and has the meassurements of 35B-22-36.

Personality

When off-duty Kaliah is bubbly and sweet to people, always wanting to make sure her crew is having a
good time and enjoying themselves while they are traveling and relaxing planet-side. When on-duty her
personality shifts to be more focused and determined but will still put the safety of her crew over the
mission if needed.
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Kaliah is motivated by life itself, seeing all the random and interesting creatures that have been created
by environments and other means is why she keeps on going, as they all should be able to roam free and
happy. Her goals in life it to do just that and make sure that all species get a chance at survival.

Kaliah is a brave individual that is hard working and doesn't get angry often, but when she does, it
doesn't last long before she is happy again. Kaliah sometimes plays with her hair or sings while bored,
not really paying attention to what she is doing.

In the 14 years, she has had the planet open for all, she has learned how to socialize with other species
and tries to make everyone feel at home and happy. She likes most people unless they are horrible to
others or animals and then she gets angry with them.

She hasn't had any relationships with her own species, but she has had working relationships with other
species that have taken up to work on her conservation planet and treats others with respect and honor.

History

Kaliah Edonica was born in YE 10.

Kaliah was born on Kallaris a lovely planet that has multiple biomes that all have worked to make a
perfect environment for all, growing up in a small family, she was happy and made a few friends
throughout her young years. When she was 10 she started her advance studies with her friends, she
went for Bio-engineering as biology interested her, terraforming and helping animals get used to new
environments were some of her favourite lessons.

When Kaliah became 16 she went out into a jungle on her homeworld and while she was gone, ships had
come down and stole the rest of her species, for reasons Kaliah still doesn't know, but she hopes she will
find them at some point.

After this event, Kaliah worked on the main city of the world and put out calls for people to come and
help, she opened the planet for all to come and enjoy the splendors of Kallaris. People came and Kaliah
smiled as her world became vibrant again as she worked hard to offer people jobs and trade with other
species and empires.

Kaliah worked for 14 years to make Kallaris a conservationists dream, with the main city being used as a
school for younger children to learn about animals and the need for all the species of the world. There
were tours for the planets, restaurants, cafes, and shops for everyone who visits the planets.

Now she has gained enough for a ship, so she can travel with a crew and explore the universe, saving
others and having fun with all.

Social Connections

Kaliah Edonica is connected to: The Kallaris Protectors
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Skills Learned

Communications

Kaliah has spent some of her free time with some of the new workers on the planet to learn common so
she can communicate with all the new people appearing, even though she has been learning, her
common is still broken a little and she hasn't learnt every word yet.

Domestic

Kaliah doesn't mind cooking, cleaning or anything to help people. She helps out at all the places in the
city, making sure the owners and others are happy and has been told by multiple people to stop helping
as Kaliah is the leader of the group.

Biology

Kaliah loves animals and took a few classes in zoology and the needs of animals and also has learned
from her team, she has happily taken on advice for xenobiology of other species of sentient and non-
sentient species.

Entertainment

For Kaliah having fun is definitely upon the many priorities in which she possesses. She has picked up a
lot of songs from her friends and team as she works with them, she also knows how to do multiple
dances ranging from slow to belly dancing. She can mix drinks like a demon and always know what works
well together and what doesn't when it comes to drinks.

Fighting

Kaliah has picked up a few things for combat from some of the retired military personnel and isn't that
accurate but has gotten better at both ranged and close combat. She is always happy when training but
still is a bit worried as she has never done it in a live environment yet.

Survival

Kaliah has trained all her life for staying alive in all environments, she was thankful for this as it allows
her to stay out for ages as she watches wildlife. It has also allowed her to teach young children some
techniques for there future.
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Inventory & Finance

Kaliah Edonica has the following items:

Clothing

Black T-Shirt x2
Red T-Shirt x3
White button up blouse x2
Light blue jeans x2
Black jeans x1
Black hip shorts x2
Green hip shorts x1
Leather zip up jacket x1
Black work boots x2
Red high heal shoes x1
Red open-toe flat shoes x2
Black undergarments x3
Red undergarments x4

Gear

Styrling Everyday Armor Set
Durandium Chain-Blade Waraxe with an BR-28A rechargeable battery
Zen Armaments .45 Caliber Pistol
Styrling Shot 12

OOC Notes

There isn't much known about Kaliah's species. This character article was generated using the PHP
template form.

In the case Bloodyscarlet becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Kaliah Edonica
Character Owner Bloodyscarlet
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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